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Popular backpack brands for women

No matter what stage of your current career, it can be even more fun to head to the office on Monday if you have a backpack that suits your needs and complement your style! Whether you're a jet setter on the go, a freelancer who frequently calls your co-workers home, or a freelancer who's settled in a 9-to-5er, you
have a right backpack. Here is the best women's backpack 17 for work:1. Through Herschel Nova XSPhoto Herschel Price: $60 is ideal for those who want to keep their stuff together without a compact backpack. The sleek and slim design is ideal for those who use public transport and need to save space.2 The popular
best-selling bag, shot by Madwell Lorimer Backpackphoto Madwell Price, is back with an updated Italian leather flair. The triple loop handle sits a bit sporty, but looks stylish enough for the office.3. Dagne Dover Dakota BackpackPhoto For Dagne DoverPrice: $135Made from premium neoverPrice, this modern, minimalist
bag is ideal for both daily commute and weekend adventures. Shock absorbent materials keep your items safe and safe. Durable and versatile, this bag is the ideal choice for your wardrobe on your day. 4 through J. CrewPrice. J.Crew Harper BackpackPhoto: The $300An Instant Classic, this minimal Italian leather bag
offers both style and utility. The adjustable strap improves comfort. Inside, it is equipped with a pocket that is perfect for storing your laptop.5. Everlane Modern Snap Backpackphoto: For those accused of clumsy ness, this is a bag for you! Inside, a padded laptop compartment prevents damage. The cotton twill exterior is
water-resistant to spill, while Everlane's simple, clean design adds a timeless feel.6 Calpak Kaya BackpackPhoto via CalpakPrice: $75 if you keep you on your career move, consider taking this stylish bag for a spin. In addition to adjustable shoulder straps, this travel backpack features a trolley pass-through sleeve for
the ideal meal. Whether you're heading to the office or the airport, the spacious bag is easy to fit your essentials.7 PHOTOS VIA RAINS FIELD BagPhoto RAINSPrice: $110 is a classic field bag that prevents water and weatherproof, and you need to keep protected stuff - especially if you work in areas with bad weather.
The spacious interior is easily fitted with a 13-inch laptop, while the Aqua Guard coil zip provides protection from the elements. The padded shoulder strap makes it comfortable to wear. 8. Matt &amp; Nat boss sling BagPhoto Mat &amp; Via NatPrice: $140 all eyes will be on you when you walk in this striking bag! Matt
&amp; Nat's signature motto is beautiful, and this stylish sling bag is an ideal example. This sturdy bag is ethically manufactured with a 100% recycled nylon lining. Good and good at the same time. Easy access to your smartphone thanks to your smartphone pocket, which is easily accessible in your bag.9 Photo via
Knomo Beauchamp BackpackPhoto KnomoPrice: $180 This beautiful bag is ideal for girls who work on the go. The padded main compartment is suitable for up to 14 notebooks, and the weatherproof material is more protected. Rushing your bag? The unique tracking code that comes with all Knomo bags makes cinch.10
to get the bag back. ASOS large minimum backpack photo via ASOSPrice: $35 this cheap, minimal backpack is an ideal fit for everyday wear. Faux leather material cleans up the wind: wipe your bag with a damp cloth and go all day.11 Modoker Anti-Theft Leather BackpackPhoto Photo via ModokerPrice: $130 If security
is a top priority, look better than this stylish anti-theft bag with a tracking system that keeps charging for two months at a time. 12. Cuyana Leather BackpackPhoto Via CuyanaPrice Photo: $495 For anyone you love the option, consider checking out this variety of bags. Remove the back strap that can be carried with a
shoulder bag, attach the strap to maintain its traditional state, or carry the top handle to wear a handbag that feels like it.13 Tumi Yena Convertible BackpackPhoto Tomiprice: The $325 Jenna Convertible Backpack is an ideal multi-purpose investment for traveling professionals. This stylish bag can be worn as a backpack
or over-the-shoulder bag and offers the wearer the option according to the amount they can carry. 14. Wenger Alexa 16'' women's laptop backpack photo via Wenger Price: $105 This stylish bag is a dream come true for those who rely on various workspaces to get the job done! This 16-inch laptop can be mounted in a
full mobile office and features a scratch-resistant lining iPad sleeve. A scalable essential organizer helps to prepare and prepare materials.15 L.L. Bean Wayside Backpackphoto: $70 For those who value comfort and durability, this is the bag for you. This bag has a webbing shoulder strap and padded back panels for
added comfort. The fleece-lined pocket provides scratch protection for smartphones and tablets.16 ESTARER Women's PU Leather Backpack photo via Ester Price: $38 If you have a lot to carry often, this cheap and spacious bag is an ideal marriage of fashion and functionality. This bag can be mounted on up to 15
laptops and provides ample space for umbrellas, bento boxes, books, etc. Seven separate compartments help clean up the material, while the rear security pockets help protect valuables.17 NISOLO Cordova backpack photo via NISOLOPrice: $268 Cordoba backpack is both stylish and sustainable. This minimalist
investment piece is sure to stay at the top After the promotion through the promotion. Featuring an indoor notebook compartment and cotton canvas lining, this ethically procured handmade bag lasts long and looks like a good fit.- Kayla Heisler is an essayist and pushcart award-nominated poet. She is an MFA candidate
at Columbia University, and her work will appear in New York's best emerging poet 2017 anthalites. Free backpacks are underestimated. Similarly, they are not a convenient way for students to draw textbooks around campus. Whether you're enrolled in a class or not, the best part is that in most cases there are



compartments for almost anything you can catch during a regular day. I'm sure you've seen that little zip-up slot on the outside perfect for your keys or purse, or you'll grab an extra pair of water bottles or shoes that pouch. What I'm trying to say is that they are perfect for those who want to keep o-r-g-a-n-i-i-z-e-d.
Whether you're traveling, a tote to work, or a hands-free trip. It's very functional to carry things ~ Allele ~ including laptops, lunches, and almost everything in between. If you're on a new market or you're just shopping for windows, these 25 backpacks are covered by you. From bright colors to classic canvas and leather
designs, this bag instantly boosts every outfit. Ad-1 Lola Mondo Star Child Middle Backpack Rolla continues to read below to bring a nice basic backpack to bright in this classic style of cream orange. Pair your favorite floral dress with a pair of sneakers to create a cute summer outfit.  2 Cara Small Cerus Backpack
CARAA nordstrom.com a $225.00 pillow-like backpack will literally feel like you're in the clouds. And the best part is that there is a power bank in your phone pocket.  3 Beis The Small Backpack here, including btw, computer, lunch, and all the random chargers and cords that come with life.  4 Tumi Just In Case®
Backpack navy backpacks may look sleek and simple, but we believe it has a rich taste of pockets that keep everything in place.  5 Tote &amp; Carry Apollo Travel Backpack Tote &amp; Carry totencarry.com $179.99 This super chic design was created for the trip, and the brand even has a travel set that includes a
matching duffel and backpack combo. So stylish. 6 Stony Clover Lane Blue Ribbon Backpack Stony Clover Lane stoneycloverlane.com $168.00 Stony Clover Lane is known to have fun personalization options such as tons of characters and patches, placed on their pieces. Basically, it means that no one will have the
same backpack as you. The mifland.com of Mitland will go to Miffrand for $270.00 to offer unique leather goods and bags. Silhouettes you probably won't find anywhere else. 8 MZ Wallace Metro Backpacker MZ Wallace mzwallace.com $245.00 This brand is very well known for their quilted bags, everything goes with
gorge plum colors like this, you can't truly go wrong.  9 Urban Outfitters McRame backpack Urban Outfitters urbanoutfitters.com $14.99, of course, you know Urban Outfitters, but did you know that there are a lot of cute backpacks? This one is perfect for keeping all summer essentials together.  10 Baggu Packable
Backpack eco-friendly brand Baggu focuses on packaging bags that can be taken anywhere. This lightweight nylon backpack folds into a small pouch. Crazy, right?! 11 Topshop Black Lucid Flap Backpack topshop topshop.com $30.15 Almost everyone knows Topshop, but if you haven't looked at their accessories
section for a while, you should definitely... Because you can shop for these sweet, trendy bags. Wear it with a strap or carry it with a rut handle depending on your mood.   12 Rebecca Minkoff Convertible Mini Julian Backpack Rebecca Minkoff rebeccaminkoff.com $195.00 in soft leather, while Rebecca Minkoff's bag gets
better with age. This tan shade is a gorge, and the three zip compartments will never be lost in the depths of the bag again.  Note statebags.com $87.50 this bag does not hurt that it has a moderate amount of style and sportiness. Choose brunch when loading into your laptop before you go to work next time. 14 Calpak
Kaya Laptop Backpack Calpak calpaktravel.com $105.00 Calpak's bag is very sophisticated thanks to whip stitch detail and gold metal accents. This laptop can fit into a 15-inch laptop and has a sliding sleeve on the back over the luggage handle.   15 Dagne Dover Dakota Backpack DAGNE DOVER dagnedover.com
$175.00 Neoprene material of the Danube Dover bag is a cult favorite for them. It looks very smooth and adds cushions for fragile items such as laptops and other electronics.  16 Cuyana leather backpack Cuyana is famous for its cuyana.com $375.00 Italian leather, and if you want to put it in a sumptuous bag, look into
Cuyana. This modern backpack has two strap options for carrying with a shoulder bag as well as a mobile phone, and the other has a front pocket for convenient storage with a backpack.   17 Herschel Supply Co. Settle medium volume light backpack herschel supply co. shopbop.com $42.00 by Herschel Supply Co. The
good thing about backpacks is that it is made of wrinkled cotton, so it feels stiff or rough on your skin; Besides, the pale blue tint is interesting enough to stand out, but neutral enough to go for anything.   Away awaytravel.com $72.00 if you're still looking for a no-frill design that doesn't have all the bells and whistles, the
Away Day Pack One for you. Padded laptop sleeves are waterproof as well and can be customized with this city.  19 FJLLRVEN Kånken Waterproof Backpack FJLLRVEN nordstrom.com $80.00 you've seen this Scandinavian bag brand everywhere, but there's a reason. The waterproof material is incredibly durable and
maintains everyday wear and practical features with top handles, removable foam inserts and compact shape.  20 Kipling Loveberg Small Backpack Key kipling-usa.comfling $39.99 Kipling's wrinkled nylon fabric is lightweight but sure, and the inner opening slips quickly access all sh*t. Also, does that signature money
key chain give you too much nostalgia?  21 Longchamp Le Plage Nylon Backpack Longchamp bloomingdales.com $125.00, of course, you'll know more about the nylon tote, but it's a stylish backpack featuring classic textured leather flaps. Waterproof materials protect your belongings, but fold them flat when stored.  22
Everlane Renew Transit Backpack - If you're a warm quartz Everlane everlane.com for $78.00 minimalist, you'll love Everlane's bag, and this sleek, neutral design creates a great commute option.  23 Eastpak Orbital Backpack East Pack verishop.com $80.00 Eastpak's aesthetic ranges from classic canvas bags to trendy
styles. And the size of this guy is perfect: it's small enough that it won't slips awkwardly from your shoulders, but you're still big enough to fit everything you need.  24 JanSport Digibreak laptop backpack SjanSport amazon.com $33.00 JanSport, aka a backpack brand that doesn't need an introduction, is a pretty obvious
choice. It has a wide range of styles, monochromatic colors and patterns so you can find the perfect one that suits your personal mood.  25 Parlabeled fold-up leather and grograin-trimmed shell backpack parlabel tourparavel.com $45.00 This sturdy backpack can withstand everything. Fold into the pouch and expand
when ready to use it. You can also personalize it by your name or your name!  This content is created and maintained by a third party, and is imported to this page so that users can provide an email address. For more information about this content, and content similar to that, piano.io piano.io
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